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Inhibition of interdomain motion in G-actin by
the natural product latrunculin: A molecular
dynamics study
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INTRODUCTION

Actin plays an important role in various cellular proc-
esses such as cell motility, cell division, muscle contrac-
tion, and cytokinesis.1 It is the most abundant protein in
many eukaryotic cells and highly conserved among differ-
ent organisms. The globular monomeric form, called G-
actin, can reversibly assemble to form filamentous actin
(F-actin) via a process controlled by a large number of
actin-binding proteins. F-actin constitutes an integral
part of the cytoskeleton. In tumor cells, the actin fila-
ment morphology is substantially altered which, together
with its role in cell division, suggests that actin is a
potential drug target.2–5

The first crystal structure of G-actin was published in

1990,6 and today there are more than 80 actin crystal

structures available in the Protein Data Bank7 (PDB).

Actin polymerization is inhibited by a number of natural

products including latrunculins, a class of macrolide tox-

ins produced by sponges in the Red Sea, including the

genus Latrunculia, whence the name is derived.8 The

crystal structure of the G-actin/latrunculin A complex9

shows the macrolide binding above the nucleotide bind-

ing site between the two major domains of G-actin

(Fig. 1, top left), with its unique 2-thiazolidinone moiety

buried deep in the cleft (Fig. 2, top). Latrunculins have

antiproliferative, antiangiogenic, antimetastatic, and anti-

microbial effects.10–14 In addition, they reduce intraocu-

lar pressure in monkeys, such that they may be useful as

treatment agents for glaucoma.15 Aside from naturally

occurring latrunculins, several synthetic analogs are like-

wise capable of disrupting actin filaments.14,16–18

Recent X-ray fiber diffraction data show the main con-

formational change in the G- to F-actin transition to be

a relative rotation of the two major domains by about

208, resulting in a flat actin monomer in the filament.19

The structural flattening has been confirmed by cryo-

EM20,21 and a recently published F-actin model by

Holmes and coworkers.22

Several computational studies have investigated the

structural features and plasticity of G- and F-actin.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have shed light

on the influence of the bound nucleotide on actin
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ABSTRACT

As part of the cytoskeleton, actin is essential for the morphology, motility, and division of eukaryotic cells. Recent X-ray fiber

diffraction studies have shown that the conformation of monomeric actin is flattened upon incorporation into the filament by

a relative rotation of its two major domains. The antiproliferative activity of latrunculin, a macrolide toxin produced by

sponges, seems to be related to its binding to monomeric actin and inhibition of polymerization. Yet, the mechanism of inhibi-

tion is not known in detail. Here, multiple explicit water molecular dynamics simulations show that latrunculin binding hin-

ders the conformational transition related to actin polymerization. In particular, the presence of latrunculin at the interface of

the two major domains of monomeric actin reduces the correlated displacement of Domain 2 with respect to Domain 1. More-

over, higher rotational flexibility between the two major domains is observed in the absence of ATP as compared to ATP-bound

actin, offering a possible explanation as to why actin polymerizes more favorably in the absence of nucleotides.
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conformation.23–26 The conformation of the DNase I

binding loop (D-loop) is still controversially discussed.

Although Zheng et al. observed an unfolded D-loop in

the ATP-bound and a folded loop in the ADP-bound

state,24 a nucleotide-dependence of the D-loop confor-

mation could not be confirmed by Dalhaimer et al.25 or

Splettstoesser et al.26 In a recent metadynamics simula-

tion study, it was found that the folded and unfolded

states of the D-loop are similarly stable in ADP–actin.23

Moreover, MD simulations indicate that the predominant

form of G-actin is the closed and twisted conformation,

independent of the nature of the bound nucleotide.25

The open conformation of actin, observed only in

complex with profilin, was found to be unstable upon

Figure 1
Structure and plasticity of G-actin. (Top, left) Structure of G-actin in complex with latrunculin A based on the 1ESV crystal structure. Actin is

conventionally divided into two major domains. Domain 1 consists of Subdomains 1 (residues 1–32, 70–144, and 338–375, shown in red) and 2

(33–69, orange), while Domain 2 consists of Subdomains 3 (145–180 and 270–337, light blue) and 4 (181–269, dark blue). ATP (green) and

latrunculin (gray) bind in a cleft between the two domains. (Top, right) RMSFs of Ca atoms in Å as a function of residue number for ATP–actin

(black) and latr.–ATP–actin (red). The RMSF values are average values over simulation intervals of 5 ns, and the first 10 ns of each run were

neglected. The subdomain numbering is given by the black arrows below the x-axis. The blue squares show the residues constituting the latrunculin

binding site, that is, those residues with at least 50% of atoms within 5.0 Å of any atom of the inhibitor or residues forming a hydrogen bond to

latrunculin in the 1ESV crystal structure (residues Gly15, Leu16, Pro32, Ile34, Gln59, Tyr69, Asp157, Gly182, Arg183, Thr186, Arg206, Glu207, and

Arg210). (Bottom left and right) RMSF of Ca atoms in Å (black and red line, respectively, with y-axis on the left) and the crystallographic B-factors

(blue and magenta dots, respectively, with y-axis on the right) for ATP–actin (bottom left) and latr.–ATP–actin (bottom right). Crystal contacts are

shown by green squares for residues with one or more heavy atoms closer than 5 Å to heavy atoms of neighboring proteins in the crystal. [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Figure 2
Stability of latrunculin binding mode along MD simulations. (Top) Two-dimensional scheme of latrunculin A and G-actin residues involved in

hydrogen bonds. (Middle and bottom) Time series of hydrogen bond distances, that is, the distance between donor and acceptor atoms. The colors

are consistent with those used in the top panel. The individual MD runs are shown in separate panels. Note the different y-axis range for the

hydrogen bond to Glu214, which is water-bridged.
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removal of profilin.26,27 Recent MD studies of the Oda

model19 and the latest Holmes model22 of F-actin indi-

cate that the interdomain twist of F-actin increases

slightly during the simulations.22,28 However, the twist

angle still remains significantly smaller than in G-actin

simulations for both models. In recent MD simulations,26

a ‘‘superclosed’’ G-actin conformation was observed,

which resembles the structure in F-actin models.19–22

Furthermore, water molecules in the nucleotide binding

site have been shown to influence actin conformation in

MD simulations.29 The influence of the natural product

phalloidin on the actin filament has been investigated by

explicit solvent MD simulations.28 Interestingly, during

these simulations a displacement was observed from the

original position proposed by the experimentalists toward

a site with more adjacent interstrand contacts between

subunits along the short-pitch helix, which is congruent

with the filament stiffening effect of phalloidin.28

As of today, no computational study of the effect of

latrunculin on the dynamical properties of G-actin has

been reported. Here, we investigate the motional correla-

tion between subdomains in monomeric actin and the

influence of latrunculin on the relative rotation of the

two major domains by explicit solvent MD simulations.

Three systems are investigated in detail: apo actin, ATP-

bound actin, and ATP-bound actin in complex with

latrunculin A. Multiple MD runs for each system are car-

ried out for a total simulation time of about 1.2 ls. Sim-

ulations of nucleotide-free actin indicate a higher inter-

domain rotational flexibility compared to the ATP-bound

state, which is congruent with the observation that nucle-

otide-free actin polymerizes more favorably than ATP–

actin.30 Moreover, the simulations in the presence of

latrunculin show that binding of this natural product

prevents the relative rotation of the two major domains,

which is necessary for the G- to F-transition, thus inter-

fering with actin polymerization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of the structures

The coordinates of the inhibitor-free31 and -bound9

actin were downloaded from the PDB database (PDB ID:

1EQY and 1ESV, respectively). As residues 1–5 are miss-

ing in the X-ray structures, the ��COCH3 group was

added to the N-terminal Thr6. The C-termini were con-

sidered negatively charged.

Due to the high flexibility of the D-loop, the coordi-

nates of its residues are not present in the PDB files (res-

idues 40–49 in 1EQY and 40–50 in 1ESV). As in previ-

ously published MD studies of G-actin,23–25,29 initial

D-loop coordinates were obtained from an actin crystal

structure with the D-loop residues resolved. Using

SWISS-MODEL,32 the PDB structure 3DAW was selected

as template for the two following reasons. First, the

1EQY and 1ESV coordinate sets are ATP-bound actin

structures, which is also the case for 3DAW. Second, in

3DAW, the protein used for cocrystallization (which is a

domain of twinfilin) binds between the actin Subdomains

1 and 3, which are located far away from the D-loop,

and thus the presence of the twinfilin domain does not

directly influence the conformation of the D-loop. Simi-

lar to the procedure described in Ref. 24, after fitting the

crystal structures (1EQY and 1ESV) to the template using

the Ca atoms present in all structures, the missing coor-

dinates of the D-loop were taken from the template and

inserted into the 1EQY and 1ESV structure. To relax

elongated bonds after the coordinate transfer, an energy

minimization of 100 steps of the steepest descent and

1000 steps of the adopted basis Newton–Raphson algo-

rithm was carried out using the program CHARMM33,34

and the CHARMM22 force field.35 During the minimi-

zation, all coordinates present in the X-ray structures

were kept fixed. Note that in this study, the coordinates

of the D-loop are not used for structural alignment or

calculation of root mean square deviation (RMSD). As

there is no crystal structure of the ATP-free actin avail-

able, the coordinates of ATP and the associated calcium

ion were removed from the 1EQY structure. The result-

ing structure is referred to as ‘‘apo actin.’’

MD simulations

To reproduce neutral pH conditions, the side chains of

aspartates and glutamates were negatively charged, those

of lysines and arginines were positively charged, and his-

tidines were considered neutral. The protein was

immersed in an orthorhombic box of pre-equilibrated

water molecules. The size of the box was chosen to have

a minimal distance of 13 Å between the boundary and

any atom of the protein. VMD36 was used for setting up

the simulation system, while minimization, heating, and

production runs were performed with NAnoscale Molec-

ular Dynamics (NAMD)37 using the CHARMM22 force

field35 and the TIP3P model of water. For the parame-

ters of latrunculin A, the CGenFF force field38 was used.

Periodic boundary conditions were applied, and the par-

ticle-mesh Ewald approach39 was used for the long-range

electrostatics. The van der Waals interactions were trun-

cated at a cutoff of 12 Å, and a switch function was

applied starting at 10 Å. The MD simulations were car-

ried out at constant temperature (310 K) and constant

pressure (1 atm) with a time step of 2 fs using the

SHAKE algorithm40 to fix the length of covalent bonds

involving hydrogen atoms.

Twist angle

Twist angles between Domains 1 and 2 were calculated

as described in Ref. 41, where the twist angle is defined

as the angle between two planes, one containing the Ca

MD Study of Latrunculin Influence on G-Actin
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atom of residue Gly55 (Subdomain 2) and the axis of

rotation, the other containing Glu207 (Subdomain 4) and

the axis of rotation. Each MD snapshot was superimposed

to the monomeric ADP–actin structure (PDB ID 1J6Z).41

The axis of rotation was determined between 1J6Z and the

F-actin subunit (PDB ID 2ZWH) using DynDom.42 In

addition to the twist angle, time series of the dihedral

angle between the centers of mass of the four subdomains

(also called ‘‘propeller angle’’26) were computed. The pro-

peller angle time series are very similar to the twist angle

time series and therefore not shown.

Motional correlations from MD trajectories

Normalized fluctuation correlations between pairs of

Ca atoms were calculated using the DCC43 algorithm as

implemented in WORDOM [see Eq. (10) in Ref. 44].

Their values range from 21 (for a fully anticorrelated

motion between two Ca atoms, i.e., motion in opposite

direction) through 0 (indicating no correlation) to 11

(for a fully correlated motion).

The linear mutual information (LMI)45,46 algorithm

was utilized as a second method to compute motional

correlations [see Eq. (11) in Ref. 44]. LMI values vary

from 0 indicating lack of any correlation to 11, which is

complete correlation between atomic displacements.

Anticorrelation is not captured by the mutual informa-

tion measure. Correlations between perpendicular

motions are estimated by the LMI but not the DCC

method.

It should be noted that the motional correlations

depend strongly on the choice of atoms and reference

frame for alignment prior to the correlation analysis. The

Ca atoms of Domain 1, excluding residues 40–50, were

utilized for the alignment to measure the degree of intra-

domain correlation of Domain 2. The average structure

calculated from the MD trajectories was used as reference

frame for each system. To test the robustness of the

choice of reference frame, the first 20 ns of each trajec-

tory were removed, and the average structure recalcu-

lated. Using the resulting structure as reference frame led

to essentially identical covariance matrices.

Accession numbers

The structures used in this study were obtained from

the PDB database under accession codes 1EQY, 1ESV,

1J6Z, 2ZWH, and 3DAW.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ATP-bound G-actin is considered as reference and

most of the analysis focuses on the differences with

respect to this system referred to as ‘‘ATP-actin.’’ The tri-

partite complex is called ‘‘latr.–ATP–actin’’ and the nucle-

otide-free G-actin is called ‘‘apo actin.’’ When ‘‘F-actin’’

is mentioned, the Oda model19 is referred to. Table I

gives an overview of the performed MD simulations.

Overall stability and flexibility

The low values of the Ca RMSD from the X-ray struc-

ture of G-actin used as starting conformation indicate that

the overall structural stability is preserved in all MD runs

(Supporting Information, Fig. S1). Although apo actin

denatures in solution,47 its stability is preserved for the

entire duration of the MD simulations. Apo actin was also

found to be stable in a previously published MD simula-

tion of 8 ns.25 As the rate constant of the denaturation is

0.2 s21,47 unfolding is not expected to occur even in the

100 ns time scale of the present MD simulations. There is

a good correlation between the root mean square fluctua-

tion (RMSF) of the Ca atoms along the MD simulations

and the crystallographic temperature factors for ATP–actin

(Fig. 1). The low RMSD values and reasonable fluctua-

tions indicate that the force field and simulation protocol

are adequate for investigating the dynamical properties of

G-actin. The nearly perfect overlap of the calculated

RMSF of ATP–actin and latr.–ATP–actin (Fig. 1, top right)

suggests that latrunculin influences marginally the fluctua-

tions of the actin backbone on the nanosecond time scale.

Thus, the higher B-factors for the latr.–ATP–actin complex

than in the absence of latrunculin, particularly for Subdo-

main 4, might originate from disorder in the crystal of the

former. In all MD runs, the highest mobility is observed

for the D-loop (residues 40–50) in Subdomain 2, which is

the most flexible part of G-actin, and residues 220–250 in

Subdomain 4, in agreement with recently published MD

results of the ADP-bound state.22 The absence of ATP

does not have a strong effect on the Ca RMSF either

(Supporting Information, Fig. S2).

It is interesting to analyze the stability of the latruncu-

lin binding mode. Latrunculin stays in its binding site

for the entire duration of the MD simulations as shown

by the RMSD time series of the heavy atoms of latruncu-

lin which oscillate between 1 and 2.5 Å during most of

the runs (Supporting Information, Fig. S3). Moreover,

the two intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the thia-

zolidinone ring of latrunculin and the side chains of

Table I
Summary of Performed MD Simulations

System
Starting str.
(PDB ID)

Latrunculin
presence

ATP
presence

No. of
runsa Length (ns)b

ATP–actin 1EQY No Yes 4 152, 136, 91, 89
Latr.–ATP–actin 1ESV Yes Yes 4 158, 152, 75, 80
Apo actinc 1EQY No No 2 80, 77

aMultiple runs were started using different seeds to generate a random distribu-

tion of the initial velocities.
bThe different lengths of the individual runs are due to manual stopping after the

first 150 ns or 75 ns.
cSince no crystal structure of ATP-free actin is available, the coordinates of ATP

and the associated calcium ion were removed from the 1EQY structure.
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Asp157 and Thr186 are stable (Fig. 2). A slightly lower

stability is observed for the hydrogen bonds between the

tetrahydropyran moiety and the side chains of Tyr69 and

Arg210, while the water-bridged hydrogen bond between

the lactone carbonyl and the side chain of Glu214 shows

relatively strong fluctuations.

Evidence for the hindrance of interdomain
rotation by latrunculin

The relative motion between domains can be measured

by the RMSD from G-actin and F-actin after overlap of

the Ca atoms of Domain 1. In contrast to ATP–actin,

only a negligible number of MD snapshots have a RMSD

from F-actin below 4 Å in the latrunculin-bound form

(Fig. 3, middle). The contrast is even more pronounced

between latr.–ATP–actin and apo actin. The percentage

of MD snapshots with a RMSD from F-actin below 3.5 Å

is 4.7, 4.4, and 0% for apo actin, ATP–actin, and latr.–

ATP–actin, respectively. Using a threshold of 4 Å the cor-

responding values are 15.1, 11.6, and 0.3%. These simu-

lation results suggest that latrunculin binding decreases

the probability of the protein adopting an F-actin-like

conformation, whereas the absence of ATP increases the

probability. The anticorrelation between the RMSD from

G- and F-actin suggests that a conformational change

increasing the deviation from G-actin augments also the

structural similarity to the conformation observed in the

filament. According to Figure 3, the degree of anticorrela-

tion for the three investigated systems is the lowest for

latr.–ATP–actin and the highest for apo actin. Thus, the

presence of latrunculin interferes with the structural rear-

rangements required for polymerization.

Another interesting measure of the relative motion of the

two domains in the MD trajectories is the fluctuation cor-

relation between pairs of residues, which was computed

with two different methods (Fig. 4). In contrast to the

dynamic cross correlation (DCC) method, the LMI algo-

rithm is able to estimate correlations between perpendicular

motions (see ‘‘Materials and Methods’’ section). For ATP–

actin a high degree of correlated movement is observed

within the major Domain 2, which indicates that Domain

2 moves almost as a rigid body with respect to Domain 1.

While the fluctuations of some segments, for example, resi-

dues 157–172 and 275–292, appear uncorrelated to the

movement of a large part of Domain 2 according to the

DCC results, using the LMI method reveals a high degree

of correlation and suggests a perpendicular movement of

these residues with respect to a large number of residues in

Domain 2. The matrix of difference of motional correlation

(Fig. 4, bottom) shows a reduced intradomain correlation

for Domain 2 in the presence of latrunculin, indicating that

Domain 2 moves to a lesser extent as a rigid body relative

to Domain 1 in the latrunculin complex.

The relative rotation of the two main domains can

also be monitored by the twist angle (Fig. 5), which is

defined as the angle between two planes intersecting at

the axis of rotation, with one plane containing the Ca

atom of residue Gly55 (Subdomain 2) and the other con-

taining the Ca atom of Glu207 (Subdomain 4).41 The

twist angle in F-actin is 88, and it ranges between 16 and

258 in G-actin (depending on the crystal structure) with

an average of 208. Overall, higher twist angles are

observed for latr.–ATP–actin than for ATP–actin. In the

simulations of the latter, there are several events where

the twist angle is almost reduced to the value in F-actin

or even further, resulting in a flattened structure similar

to the conformation in the filament. As an example, in

the time interval 75–97 ns of the second run of the ATP–

actin simulations the twist angle is close to the one of

F-actin (Fig. 5(b)). Note also that during this time inter-

val, the RMSD from F-actin and G-actin after superposi-

tion of the Ca atoms of Domain 1 (Supporting Informa-

tion, Fig. S4) are approximately equal. A flat conforma-

tion of ATP-bound G-actin has also been observed in 4

out of 20 explicit water MD simulations in a previous

study (where it was called a ‘‘superclosed’’ state).26 The

authors suggested that the superclosed state is not the

predominant form of ATP–actin in equilibrium, which is

a plausible reason why this state has not been observed

crystallographically. In contrast to the flattening observed

in the absence of latrunculin, over the entire course of

the four MD runs of latr.–ATP–actin, the twist angle

remained close to or even higher than the one of

G-actin. Thus, latrunculin binding to monomeric actin

prevents the relative rotation of the two major domains

required for the polymerization process. Interestingly,

there are simulation segments during which an increase

in RMSD from both G- and F-actin relative to the simu-

lation average (Supporting Information, Fig. S1) corre-

lates with an increase in twist angle (e.g., the time inter-

vals 80–90 ns in the first run of ATP–actin, 3–10 ns and

17–24 ns in the fourth run of latr.–ATP–actin, and 33–39

ns in the first run of apo actin). Here, the two major

domains of actin rotate in the opposite direction com-

pared to the flattening in the G- to F-actin transition.

Finally, the interdomain rotation occurs most fre-

quently in simulations of apo actin. There are more flat-

tening events in the simulations of the nucleotide-free

structure than in those of ATP–actin, though the former

sampling is only about one-third of the latter. Moreover,

twist angle values of about 58 are reached only in the ab-

sence of ATP. These findings suggest that ATP slightly

hinders the relative displacements of the two main

domains of G-actin.

CONCLUSIONS

Explicit solvent MD simulations of monomeric actin in

the presence and absence of latrunculin have been carried

out to study the influence of the binding of this natural

MD Study of Latrunculin Influence on G-Actin
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Figure 3
Deviation of MD snapshots from G-actin and F-actin. Scatter plots of RMSD from G- and F-actin, calculated for Ca atoms of Domain 2 upon

overlap of Ca atoms of Domain 1 (excluding residues 40–50 of the flexible D-loop), using the structure 2ZWH as reference for F-actin. (a) ATP–

actin, (b) latr.–ATP–actin, and (c) apo actin. The reference structure for G-actin is 1EQY in (a) and (c) and 1ESV in (b). For better visibility, MD

Runs 3 and 4 are shown separately from Runs 1 and 2 in (a) and (b). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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product on the plasticity of G-actin. The simulation results

provide evidence that latrunculin prevents actin polymeriza-

tion by hindering the rotation of the two major domains

associated with the G- to F-actin transition. Time series of

the twist angle show no substantial flattening for latr.–ATP–

actin in contrast to simulations of ATP–actin and apo actin.

Moreover, cross correlations of atomic displacements indi-

cate a lower degree of rigid body movement of the two

domains relative to each other upon binding of latrunculin.

The rotational flexibility of the two domains in G-actin

increases in the following order for the three investigated

systems: latr–ATP–actin � ATP–actin < apo actin.

Figure 4
Latrunculin reduces correlated displacement of Domain 2 versus Domain 1. Motional correlations from MD trajectories of ATP–actin (top) and

latr.–ATP–actin (middle) calculated by the DCC (left panels) and LMI (right panels) algorithm. The Ca atoms of Domain 1 (excluding the D-loop)

were superimposed prior to the correlation analysis. The color scale ranges from blue (anticorrelation) to white (no correlation) to red (correlation)

for the DCC algorithm and from white (no correlation) to red (correlation) for the LMI method. The subdomain numbering is given by the black

arrows. Note that the two algorithms give similar qualitative results and in particular weaker correlation within the major Domain 2, that is,

Subdomains 3 and 4, in the presence of latrunculin. The differences between the two algorithms, and in particular the higher correlation reported

by LMI than DCC, originate from the fact that only LMI takes into account correlated perpendicular motion.44 (Bottom) Difference between

motional correlation of latr.–ATP–actin and ATP–actin.
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This conclusion is consistent with the experimental obser-

vations that nucleotide-free actin polymerizes more easily

than ATP-bound actin,30 whereas latrunculin-bound actin

is not able to polymerize.9

Considering that both ATP and latrunculin bind in a

cleft between the two major domains of monomeric

actin, the MD results seem plausible: the domains are

able to rotate more freely when their relative movement

Figure 5
Twist angle analysis shows that latrunculin prevents interdomain motion. (a) Side view on Subdomains 3 and 4 of three selected snapshots (green,

red, and yellow) from the ATP–actin runs after superposition of Ca atoms of Subdomains 1 and 2 (colored in gray) excluding the D-loop. The

arrow illustrates the relative rotation of Subdomain 4. The axis of rotation passes through Subdomains 1 and 3 (not shown). (b) Twist angle time

series of ATP–actin (top), latr.–ATP–actin (middle), and apo actin (bottom). The three colored circles in the ATP–actin time series correspond to

the three snapshots shown in (a). The blue horizontal line shows the mean value of the twist angle measured on 83 crystal structure of G-actin,

whereas the green horizontal line indicates the twist angle in the F-actin structure of the Oda model.19 The individual MD runs are shown in
separate panels.
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is not restricted by the binding of ligands. The inhibitory

mechanism of latrunculin proposed here on the basis of

the MD simulations could be verified experimentally by

mutating one or more of the actin side chains in contact

with latrunculin into bulkier ones, for example,

Leu16Trp, Ile34Trp, and/or Tyr69Trp. Finally, motivated

by the MD simulation results, we are currently carrying

out de novo design48 of small molecules that bind in the

same cleft as latrunculin as potential anti-cancer

compounds.
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